TO P TIPS USING
INKTENSE

TO P TIP S USI N G I N KT E N SE

TO P T I PS :
1
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Grate Inktense onto a piece of paper and
spray with water for a speckled effect.

Grate blocks and dissolve in water to create
dilute washes of ink like stain to use in your
art or to stain fabric.

Use blocks on their side for broad strokes
of colour, work back into them with a water
brush to increase the colour vibrancy and
move the ink around the surface.

4 Try drawing into wet Inktense with blocks
or pencils, textures can be built up with deep
colours and vibrancy with textural mark
making.

5

Inktense can be mixed to create lots of new
shades, create your own colour mixing chart
and see how many you can create, write
notes so you don’t forget how you mixed
them.

6

The white Inktense in the palette is opaque
and great for layering and creating pastel
shades.

7

Use the white Inktense in the palette for
skin tones and portraits to create luminous
portraits.

8

Try using Inktense on fabric, if you want to
avoid colour run use a loose weave fabric
such as linen or canvas and less water, if you
prefer a bleed-like effect use more water and
a tight weave fabric such as cotton or silk.

TO P TIP S USI N G I N KT E N SE

TO P T I PS :
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For really dynamic backgrounds use Inktense
Deep Indigo then Shiraz and follow with Ink
Black for depth.

10 To achieve precise vibrant details use
Inktense pencils dry then with a fine
waterbrush lightly apply water to make the
colour come alive and the fine details ‘pop’.

11 Create stunning landscapes and seascapes
with the Inktense range. The blocks in the
palette are perfect for washes of colour
and painting en plein air. Start your ideas
outside on your travels in your journal or
sketchbook, once back home or in the studio
extend your studies adding further depth
and detail with your palette and blocks with
broad swathes of color. Finally add details
with Inktense pencils used wet and or dray.

12 Blocks used on different textured papers
create varying effects, experiment on
different weights and textured surfaces, try
handmade papers too. You can always cut
them up and create a collage or mixed media
piece with your Inktense art.

